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ABSTRACT: A pipe jacked tunnel in London clay was monitored in 1993 as part of a programme of research
into the technique at Oxfbrd University. Measurements of j acking forces, radial and shear stresses at the pipe-soil
interface, stresses in the ground and ground movements were made. Changes in ground stresses due to
construction of the tunnel are presented and measured ground movements are compared with settlements
predicted using empirical methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

l§.l Pnne jacking
Pipe jacking is a technique used to form small
diameter tunnels by pushing a 'string' of pipes through
the ground from a thrust pit to a receiving pit.
Hydraulic rams in the thrust pit jack the pipes forward
as the ground in front of the pipeline is mined.
Methods of excavation range from hand excavation
within a shield - as depicted in Figure 1 - to full-face
tunnel boring machines. Slurry pressure machines or
earth pressure balance machines would be used in
poor groimd to support the tunnel face.

1.2 The Oxford research project
A manor research project into pipe jacking has been in

progress at_Oxford University for the past nine years.
The project is supported by the Pipe .lacking
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Figure 1 Elements of a hand excavated pipe jack
(courtesy of the Pipe Jacking Association)
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Association, the.Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council, and five U.K. water companies
(North West,- No_rthumbri.an,- Severn Trent, Thames
and Yorkshire). Milligan and Norris (1993) describe
the programme of research; results from the first two
stages of work are stunmarised by Milligan and Norris
(1994). The current Stage 3 of the research and the
previous Stage 2 have monitored actual pipe jacks
under construction by incorporating a specially
instrumented pipe into the pipe string. Ground
movements during and after construction have also
been recorded. Up to the present, four sites have been
monitored during Stage 3, this paper will present
results Hom ground movements and stresses within the
London Clay in the first of these sites.

2. SITE DETAILS

2.1 I Background .
The first of the sites on which Stage 3 monitoring
work was carried out was in Leyton, East London
during November and December 1993. It was on the
Fillebrook Surface Water Sewer Relief Scheme for

Thames Water; contractor for the ttumelling work was

M. J. Clancy. The pipe jack monitored was along
Wallwood Road, Leyton. It was a 75m long drive
wholly within London clay, depth to axis was
approximately 8.5m and the pipe size was 1.5m
intemal diameter, 1.8m outer diameter. Excavation
was carried out by hand using pneumatic tools within
a simple steerable shield.



2_2 Ground conditions

2.2.l Client's site inve.stigal‘iQn

A site investigation for the client was carried out
around the area in- November 1992. This comprised a
series of five boreholes to depths of between 5.0
l2.0m along the centre line of proposed tunnels.
Representative disturbed and undisturbed samples
were taken at regular intervals or at changes of
stratum. Relatively unweathered highly plastic London

clay composed of stiff grey fissured silty clay with
san.dy laminations was encountered at depth. The
undrained shear- strength ofthe material was classified
as essentially firm to stif£ becoming stiff at depth (see

Table l and Figure 2).

Table l_ Results of laboratory tests

2.2.2 Pressurerneler testing
Cambridge lnsitu were employed by the Oxford
research project to carry out a series of self-boring'
pressuremeter tests prior to any pipe jacking. Eight
undrained expansion tests were carried out in two'
boreholes close to the proposed tunnel axis to a
maximum depth of llm. Results from the
pressuremeter tests are summarised in Table 2. The_
undrained shear strengths determined from the tests
are also shown in Figure 2. At tunnel axis level - about

8.5m - the total horizontal stress measured was about
330 kPa and the initial shear modulus, Gi, averaged
about»50 Mpa. A more reliable method for obtaining
an estimate of the shear modulus is to take the slope of
the chord of the unloadfreload loops. Average values
from the unloading/reloading tests are G,,,,= 23MPa at
an amplitude of 0.38% cavity strain; and G.,,2= 20l\/IP21

with an amplitude of 0.46% cavity strain. '

Ll Table 2 Results of pressuremeter tests

Test z po su G, GW, GW, P,
(fn) kPa kPa MPa MPa MPa kPa

bm _ 6.4 287 _ 94 90 18 14 997
15112 7.4 327._- 92 55 27 20 1001
11113 10.1 329 97 56 26 22 1012
blt4 11.1 349 141 50 28 24 1121,
b2t.2 6.8 328 112 35 20 18 1050
b2t3 8.0 369 89 45 17 18 1011
13214 9.0 289 2 159 l4 25 20 1134
15215 10.0 292 150 95 24 24 1169

z Description Triaxialm Compression
_ Cell Bulk Moist Comp

Press Density Cont Strgth_ |<.Pa Mg/m % kPa
_ l.5 Stifforange-brown slightly

- sandy silty CLAY '

25 Frm to stiff orange-brown silty 50 2.17 19.0 127
CLAY with pockets of sandy silt
& traces of medium gravel

3.5 WATER _
4.5 surf brown/blue-grey veined 90 1.98 27.2 161

Hssured silty CLAY with

occasional pockets of sandy silt
& rootlets

6.0 Stiff brown/blue-grey veined 120 l.'93 27.1 169
_ tissured silty CLAY with

occasional pockets of sandy silt

7.5' Stiff grey fissured silty CLAY 150 2,04 24.7 203
" with occasional pockets of siltyfine sand 
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Figure 2 Variation of undrained shear strength with
depth
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po = total horizontal stress Gi = initial shear modulus
Gum = shear modulus from unload/reload loop (number "n")

su = imdrained shear strength P, = limit pressure

3 INSTRUMENTATION 1
Ground deformation was monitored using an array of
inclinometer access tubeswith magnetic settlement

plates - depicted in Figure 3. Surface settlements were
measured using precise levelling techniques on a
series of studs driven into the road pavement.

Two push-in pressure cells with pneumatic
transducers were installed at the locations indicated in
Figure 4. The thin blades of the spade cells were
positioned to record in-situ total stresses and pore
water pressures perpendicular to the line of the tunnel
.as the pipe jack approached and passed.
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Figure 4 Push-in pressure cells

4 GROUND MOVEMENTS
4.1 Introduction

Pipe jacking has the advantage of lining the tunnel
immediately behind the shield. Because jacking pipes
have sufficient strength and stiffness to withstand

jacking forces, their deformation due to ground
loading- will be negligible. The technique therefore
should minimise ground movements, provided no
large displacements occur due to instability at the
tunnel face or stress relief Milligan and Marshall
(1995) report on ground movements measured on this
site as well as two further sites.

The overcut on this tunnel was up to 50mm in
places and the void was not usually completely filled
with bentonite slurry to support the ground. The
subsequent closure of this void will result in some
settlement. This section will present measured ground
movements and compare them to predictive methods.

4_2 Surface settlements jf
The most commonly used method for predicting a
swface settlement profile is the Gaussian distribution
curve (Peck 1969) - see Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Calculation of settlements

Settlement, SO, is given by

S0 = Sopm exp(-x2 / 2i2) (1)

where Som, is` the maximum settlement over the
ttmnel centre line and i is the distance from centre line

to the point of inflexion. -O‘Reilly and New (1982)
produced the following expression for i in cohesivesoils: '
f = 0.43z0 + 1.1 rm) (2)
where zo is depth to tumiel axis. Mair et al (1993)
show that equation (2) can be reasonably
approximated to i = 0.5z0; for subsiuface movements

they present data showing the ratio i/(zo - z) increasing
with depth.

The value of SONY may be obtained by equating
the volume of the settlement trough ,Vg to the voltune
of estimated grotmd loss. It can be shown thatS = L o>
In this paper ground loss due to movement at the face
is assiuned to be negligible as the ‘open face in the stiff
clay was highly stable with only very small
movements due to elastic unloading occurring. The
only significant contribution to ground loss is due to
the overcut - the ground being excavated to a larger

diameter, D, than the pipe diameter, DPP It is therefore
assumed here that

TC = Q <03 - Db <4>
The dvercut was provided by the miner excavating the

clay with a clearance around the shield - varying from
about 1Omm- at the crown to a maximum of about
50mm at the shoulder and zero at the invert. The
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Figure 6 Surface settlements after completion

average overcut value is taken as being about 25mm.
Using equations (1) to (4) gives a predicted profile as
shown in Figure 6 with a maximum surface settlement
of l2mm over the centre line and a value of 4.76m for
1.

The measured. values taken soon after completion of
the ttmnel, indicate a similar settlement profile except
that the centre line _.value is rather less than those

either side; though all lie within the ca.lculated
settlement profile. The final set of measurements on
the road studs - taken almost two years after
completion - show a consistent profile but with levels
slightly higher than expected. This can probably be
attributed to local movements in the road pavement,
either by traffic damage or temperature and seasonal
movement.

4_3 Subsurface movements
Subsurface movements were monitored using a uni
axial inclinometer torpedo and a reed switch probe
triggered by the magnetic settlement plates. Depths to
the settlement plates were taken relative to the top of
the access tubes with levels taken on the tube tops at
about the same time. It is assumed that the access

tubes are fixed at the top - grouted into the road
pavement- because fmancial constraints prevented the
tubes from being stmk to a depth for bottom fixity.
Access tube profiles perpendicular to the tunnel axis
are plotted in Figure 7, showing horizontal movements
of 5mm at about the level of the tunnel.

The final readings show similar profiles but
with slightly greater or lesser movements. This could
be attributed to smal_l movements in the assumed fixed

datum of the tube tops. Data from the inclinometer
and settlement plates have been combined for
measurements taken about one month after completion

to give th.e ground movement vectors shown in Figure
8. The vertical movements for tubes B and C appear to
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Figure 7 Change in inclinometer tube profile after
completion

be inconsistent, possibly due to initial levelling errors
to the top of the tubes.

Space limitations for this paper prevent the
presentation of movements in the direction of the
drive. lnclinometer data - taken forty days after
completion - indicate maximum movements into the
excavation of about 2mm in tubes A and B (over the

centre line and offset by 1.5m respectively), and about
lmm for tube C (offset by 3.5m).

Tube tube TubeA a 5:D __ __. i l l
2  5' ii3 /D4 i pl

Depth?(ml é P p
6

» '° t “sts
° CD” I lg» 10mm
IU

o 1 2 a 4 s
Dstonce from centre ine lm)

Figure 8 Movement vectors after completion
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4.4 Comparison with deeper tunnels
Measurements of subsurface ground movements
during construction of tive London Underground
tunnels of approximately 4m in diameter, at depths of
20-29m, in London Clay were presented in
dimensionless form by' Mair and Taylor (1993), as
shown in Figure 9. The vertical groiuid movements
were measuredat different distances above the tunnel
centre-line and the horizontal movements were

measured at various positions at tunnel axis level.
The data are reasonably consistent and are in general
agreement with linear plots. Mair and Taylor (1993)
show that the gradient of the lines in Figure 9, which
are almost parallel, is consistent with a G/su ratio of
about 100; this assumes idealised linear elastic
perfectly plastic soil behaviour.

Figure 10 shows observed subsurface ground
movements around the pipe jack plotted in the same
-dimensionless form as in Figure 9. It is interesting to
note that the gradient of the lines through thepipe jack
data are similar to those for the deeper and larger
tunnels. Assuming an undrained shear strength of
about l00kPa at the 8.5m depth of the pipe jack (see

Figure 2), the stability ratio yz/su is 1.7, compared with
an average value of about 2.5 for the deeper -tunnels.
Taking this into account, and assuming a complete
unloading of the cylindrical cavity in the case of the
pipe jack, a G/su ratio of about 80 is implied by the
data in Figure 10. This compares favourablywith the
G/su ratio of about 100 deduced from the movements
around larger and deeper tunnels in London Clay.
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Figure 9 Vertical and horizontal sub-surface
movements in the vicinity of 4m diameter tunnels in

London Clay at depths of Q0-29m (after Mair and
Taylor, 1993)
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Figure-.10 Comparison of vertical and horizontal sub
s_urface movements around the pipe jack with deeper
4m diameter tunnels

5 GROUND STRESSES

The readings from the push-in pressure cells are
shown in Figure 11. After installation, the readings
stabilise and show horizontal stresses of about 400l<;Pa

- a factor of about 1.2 greater than the total horizontal
stresses given by the pressuremeter tests at the same
depths. Tedd et dl (1984) suggest that in this type of
grotmd, the cells may over-read by approximately half
the undrained strength of the clay. However, more
recent work by Ryley and Carder (1995) recommend
0.8su as a best-fit correction for stiff clays, which gives

better agreement between the pressure cell readings
and the pressuremeter tests.

As the shield approached, both cells show an increase

600 60
E? 500 gfzlsses tunnel face passed ,50 M.r V _ n.EL’ ‘ 5§  _ cell A V ,30 §(U _ L."‘ Q.zoo ~ -zo 5a . _ “ fg'Q  V ' x , pv ~10 QH ,: 0.2 0 ....   _ _ 0 'L

porewater pressures-100 ’ ' ' ' ‘ -100 20 40 60 80 100 120
Days

Figure 11 Variation of total stress and porewater
pressure with time

H
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Figure 12 Variation of total stress and porewater
pressure with distance _to face in cell B
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in stress 'of about 18kPa. This may be due to the soil
arching in front of the tunnel excavation. Cell A,
intended to be just above the crown of the tunnel, was
exposed at the face having been installed at the
incorrect 'level - it recorded a drop of ' about 24OkPa to
a final reading of 160kPa.

Readings from cell B, 1.5m from the ttmnel axis, are
shown in Figure 12 -the horizontal axis now showing
the distance between the face and the cell. It shows a

drop in stress of 6OkPa from 430kPa to_370kPa as the

tunnel face passed. The readings then decrease ftuther
with time to about 215kPa - a total drop of 215kPa.
Elastic analysis of the stresses around an open bore 
see Poulos and Davis (1991), with initial vertical and
horizontal stresses of 190 and 330kPa _-respectively,
predicts a drop in horizontal stress at the location of
the cell of 167kPa. The greater drop recorded in
practice may be the result of local plastic yielding
around the opening.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The principal conclusions are:
i) Surface ' settlements are consistent with
expected distribution but magnitudes are somewhat
smaller than predicted.
ii) The subsurface ground' movements were found
to be in good agreement with the pattern. of behaviour
observed for deeper and larger tunnels in London Clay.

iii) There is reasonable agreement between
pressuremeter and spade cell readings after allowing
for installation. The reduction in horizontal stress is

rather greater than that predicted by elastic analysis.
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